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Abstract: Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder in the pediatric population, affecting up 

to one percent of children, and for which the mainstay of treatment is anticonvulsant medication. 

Despite the frequent use of anticonvulsant drugs, remarkably little is known about the safety and 

efficacy of most of these medications in the pediatric epilepsy population. Of 34 anticonvulsants 

currently approved for use by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), only 13 have 

been approved for use in children. Although infants and young children are disproportionately 

affected by epilepsy, there are currently only three anticonvulsant medications that have been 

specifically evaluated and approved for use in children younger than 2 years of age. In 2012, 

the FDA approved levetiracetam as an adjunctive treatment for partial onset seizures in infants 

and children from one month of age. Here we review the available data on levetiracetam in the 

pediatric epilepsy population. We first discuss the pharmacological profile of levetiracetam, 

including its mechanism of action, formulations and dosing, and pharmacokinetics in children. 

We then review the available efficacy, safety, and tolerability data in children from one month 

of age with partial onset seizures. We conclude that the current data leading to the approval of 

levetiracetam for use in infants and children with partial onset seizures is encouraging, although 

more work needs to be done before definitive conclusions can be drawn about the efficacy of 

levetiracetam across different pediatric age groups.
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Background
Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder in the pediatric population, affecting up 

to one percent of children,1,2 for whom the mainstay of treatment is anticonvulsant 

medication. Despite the frequent use of anticonvulsant drugs, remarkably little is 

known about the safety and efficacy of most of these medications in the pediatric 

epilepsy population. Of 34 anticonvulsants currently approved for use by the US Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA), only 13 have been approved for use in children. 

Identifying safe and effective options for the youngest of these children is even more 

challenging. Although infants and young children are disproportionately affected by 

epilepsy, there are currently only three anticonvulsant medications that have been 

specifically evaluated and approved for use in children younger than 2 years of age. 

Here we discuss the most recent addition, levetiracetam, a popular anticonvulsant 

drug increasingly used in pediatric populations to treat seizures associated with a wide 

range of epilepsy syndromes.3–11

Levetiracetam (Keppra®, UCB Pharma SA, Brussels, Belgium, Figure 1) is a 

second-generation anticonvulsant drug that has been available in the US since 1999 
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when it was approved by the FDA for adjunctive treatment of 

partial onset seizures in adults with epilepsy. Levetiracetam 

has been subsequently evaluated in the pediatric population, 

gaining FDA approval in 2004 for adjunctive therapy in 

children from 4 years of age with partial onset seizures, 

and most recently, in 2012, as adjunctive therapy for partial 

onset seizures in adults and children one month of age and 

older with epilepsy. Here we review the available data 

on levetiracetam in the pediatric epilepsy population. We 

first discuss the pharmacological profile of levetiracetam, 

including its mechanism of action, formulations and dosing, 

and its pharmacokinetics in children. We then review the 

available efficacy, safety, and tolerability data in children 

from one month of age with partial onset seizures.

Mechanism of action
Early studies in rodent models of epilepsy revealed that 

levetiracetam ((S)-α-ethyl-2-oxo-1-pyrrolidine acetamide) 

acts via a mechanism which is different from that of all 

prior anticonvulsants. In 2004, synaptic vesicle protein 2A 

(SV2A), a transmembrane protein known to be involved 

in calcium-dependent exocytosis of synaptic vesicles, was 

identified as the binding site for levetiracetam.12 The affinity 

of levetiracetam derivatives for SV2A has been strongly 

correlated with their antiseizure potency in an audiogenic 

mouse model of epilepsy,12 and SV2A-deficient animals 

show a reduced response to levetiracetam.13 While the 

exact role of SV2A in epilepsy remains unknown, SV2A 

knockout mice exhibit decreased action potential-dependent 

GABAergic neurotransmission and severe seizures as they 

mature.14 Autopsy studies in human patients with temporal 

lobe epilepsy have shown reduced expression of SV2A,15 

although the etiology and impact of these changes in SV2A 

expression are uncertain.

Formulations
Levetiracetam is available as 250 mg, 500 mg, 750 mg, 

and 1000 mg tablets, an extended-release formulation, 

100 mg/mL grape-flavored oral solution, and an intravenous 

formulation. The broad range of options greatly facilitates 

dosing and administration to infants and children.

Recommended dosing and titration schedules for children 

vary somewhat by age, ranging from a target daily dose of 

21 mg/kg twice daily for children under 6 months of age to 

30 mg/kg twice daily for children up to 16 years. Intravenous 

levetiracetam (100 mg/mL) has been approved by the FDA 

for use in partial onset seizures in adult patients (.16 years) 

with a 1:1 conversion ratio, but is not currently approved by 

the FDA for use in infants and young children. Two small 

retrospective studies (n = 1016 and n = 1517) in infants and 

children aged from 3 weeks to ten years reported intravenous 

levetiracetam to be safe and well tolerated at doses in the 

range of 30–50 mg/kg/day.

Efficacy in reported clinical trials has been achieved 

over a wide range of doses. Two prospective addon trials 

of levetiracetam that have titrated dose to efficacy have 

found that patients achieving a greater than 50% reduction 

in seizure frequency are on mean doses of 30–40 mg/kg/day 

(age 6 months to 16 years, n = 53 and n = 31).3,18 However, 

other work has shown that higher doses (70–275 mg/kg/day, 

median 146 mg/kg/day) may be efficacious in patients who 

respond partially to lower doses (n = 32).19 The only pediatric 

epilepsy study to examine plasma concentration showed no 

linear correlation between efficacy and plasma concentration 

in 37 patients aged 2–18 years, although 60% of responders 

had a plasma levetiracetam concentration of 5–40 µg/mL, 

and no child responded at lower levels.20

Pharmacokinetics
In adult studies, levetiracetam demonstrated a favorable 

pharmacokinetic profile characterized by rapid absorption, 

linear pharmacokinetics, rapid achievement of steady-

state dose, and absolute oral bioavailability of .95%.21 

Levetiracetam is minimally metabolized via hydrolysis in 

the blood, with 66% of the dose excreted unchanged and 

24% excreted as an inactive metabolite.22

Pharmacokinetic studies in children with partial onset 

seizures have largely shown similar results, but with faster 

rates of elimination compared with adults, and peaking after 

infancy. The time to peak plasma concentration in children 

aged 4–12 years (mean t
max

 1.4–2.3 hours)22,23 is comparable 

with that reported in adults (mean t
max

 1.3 hours),21 but 

the elimination half-life has been observed to be shorter 

at 5–6 hours22–24 compared with 6–8 hours in adults.21 

 Levetiracetam is excreted renally at rates up to 40% higher 

in children aged 2 months to 12 years than in adults,22–24 
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Figure 1 Levetiracetam chemical structure.
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although children under 6 months of age have a slightly 

lower clearance of levetiracetam (1.23 mL/min/kg versus 

1.57 mL/min/kg) than children older than 6 months.23

Drug interactions
Because levetiracetam is less than 10% protein bound in 

plasma22 and not dependent on liver cytochrome P450 

enzymes for its metabolism, significant drug interactions 

with levetiracetam are not expected. In vitro pharmacokinetic 

studies found that levetiracetam does not cause drug 

interactions when coadministered with drugs metabolized via 

the cytochrome P450 system.25 However, similar to work in 

adults,26,27 there is some evidence to suggest that clearance 

of levetiracetam in children may be increased by as much 

as 30% when coadministered with enzyme inducers.24,28 

Two studies evaluating drug–drug interactions in children 

aged 0–17 years found no effect of levetiracetam on plasma 

concentrations of carbamazepine, valproic acid, topiramate, 

lamotrigine (n = 187),29 or clonazepam (n = 103),28 although 

children younger than 4 years of age were excluded in one 

study29 and infants were not analyzed separately in the 

other.28

Efficacy as adjunctive therapy
To date, there have been three large, randomized, double-

blind, placebo-controlled trials of levetiracetam as adjunctive 

therapy for partial seizures in children. Trials ranged from 

5 days to 14 weeks in length and showed levetiracetam to 

be effective and well tolerated for the treatment of partial 

seizures in infants and children aged from one month 

to 16 years (age 4–16 years, n = 198;6 age one month to 

4 years, n = 116;10 age 4–16 years, n = 9830). Efficacy ranged 

from 43%6,10 to 62%30 of patients achieving $ 50% seizure 

reduction (versus 20%6,10 to 40%30 with placebo) and from 

7%6 to 47%30 achieving seizure freedom (Table 1). Only one 

study evaluated young children (aged one month to 4 years) 

specifically, and efficacy rates were comparable with other 

age groups.10 Two of these trials were followed by 48-week 

open-label trials, which continued to show similar response 

rates over a longer term (n = 15231 and n = 10311). In all trials, 

doses ranged from 20 to 60 mg/kg/day and were flexible in 

the open-label extensions, often dosing to efficacy. A 2012 

update to the Cochrane Review of adjunctive levetiracetam 

for partial seizures included two of the randomized controlled 

trials mentioned above6,30,32 and concluded that, at the 

standard dose of 60 mg/kg/day, levetiracetam is 0.9 times 

more effective than placebo at controlling partial seizures 

in children aged 4–16 years.33

Several other prospective and retrospective, open-label, 

uncontrolled studies of adjunctive levetiracetam for partial 

seizures in children aged from 6 months to 16 years have 

largely shown similar results (Table 1),3,5,9,18,34–36 with only 

one study showing as low as 26.1% of subjects responding 

(age 0–18 years, n = 134)4 and another showing as high as 

72% responding (age 0–10 years, n = 11).37 Of the five stud-

ies enrolling both children with partial seizures and children 

with generalized seizures, levetiracetam was found to be 

more effective as adjunctive therapy for partial seizures than 

for generalized seizures in all cases,4,9,18,37,38 although only 

two of these studies demonstrated a significant difference in 

treatment efficacy according to seizure type.4,9

Few studies have directly compared the efficacy of 

levetiracetam with that of other anticonvulsant drugs. In 

the absence of definitive data, indirect comparisons across 

trials may be informative. In 2004, a joint committee 

from the American Academy of Neurology and American 

Epilepsy Society published data comparing efficacy across 

four separate randomized controlled trials of gabapentin, 

lamotrigine, topiramate, and oxcarbazepine.39 While data 

from randomized controlled trials of levetiracetam in 

children were unavailable at the time, Verdru et al40 later 

adapted these results to include data on levetiracetam from 

Glauser et al.6 These analyses conclude that, while more 

effective than gabapentin, levetiracetam exhibits an efficacy 

and tolerability profile comparable with that of lamotrigine, 

topiramate, and oxcarbazepine in children up to 16 years of 

age with partial epilepsy.

Efficacy of intravenous formulation
The above studies specifically evaluated oral formulations 

of levetiracetam. Limited data are available evaluating the 

efficacy of intravenous levetiracetam in children. Cilio et al41 

report two cases of migrating partial seizures of infancy; each 

infant presented in status epilepticus refractory to a number 

of anticonvulsant drugs, including benzodiazepines. Both 

patients remained on intravenous anticonvulsant infusions for 

several months before intravenous levetiracetam was given, 

and in each case, status epilepticus was terminated within 

12 hours of intravenous administration of levetiracetam.41 

A second retrospective case series in children with complex 

partial seizures (aged 2 months to 18 years) reported that 

all 30 patients who received intravenous levetiracetam for 

either acute repetitive seizures (defined as episodes of at least 

30 minutes of repeated seizures, each lasting under 5 minutes, 

with return to consciousness between each seizure) or status 

epilepticus all responded clinically and electrographically.42 
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Table 1 Studies of levetiracetam in infants and children with partial onset seizures

Study Trial design Diagnosis Ages POS/total #* Duration 
(mean)

Dosage 
(mg/kg/d)

Efficacy***

Glauser  
200234

Open-label, 
prospective, 
add-on

POS 6–12 yr 24/24 6 w titrate, 
8 w eval

20–40 Sz free: 2 (9%)  
$50% red: 12 (52%)  
$75% red: 5 (22%)

wheless  
200238

Open-label, 
prospective, add-on

RE 6 mo–14 yr 25/39** #9 mo 
(5 mo)

45.7 (mean) Sz free: 8%  
$50% red: 33%

Tan  
200437

Retrospective, 
add-on

RE ,10 yr 11/26 1–30 mo 
(8 mo)

13–68.5 $50% red: 8 (72%)

Grosso  
200518

Open-label, 
prospective, add-on

RE 6 mo–16 yr 53/110 2–20 mo  
(median: 7 mo)

10–60 Sz free: 6 (11.3%) 
#50% red: 25 (47.2%)

Lagae  
20053

Open-label, 
prospective, 
add-on and 
monotherapy

RE 6 mo–16 yr Add-on: 31/67 
Mono: 4/10

20 w 12–62 
(median 33)

Add-on 
Sz free: 2 (6%)  
$50% red: 16 (51%) 
Monotherapy 
Sz free: 1 (25%)  
$50% red: 4 (100%)

Mandelbaum 
20055

Retrospective, 
add-on and 
monotherapy

RE 9 mo–23 yr 15/59 12 mo 11.36–227.27 Sz free: 5 (33%)  
50%–90% red: 1 (7%)  
,50% red: 9 (60%)

Opp 20054 Open-label,  
prospective, add-on

RE ,8 yr 134/285 12–86 w 
(median: 33 w)

varied, max  
dose = 47.4 + 21.8

$50 red: 35 (26.1%)

Glauser  
20066

Randomized, 
double-blind, 
placebo- 
controlled, add-on

POS 4–16 yr 198/198 14 w 60 Sz free  
LEv: 7 (6.9%) 
Placebo: 1 (1%)  
$50% red  
LEv: 45 (44.6%) 
Placebo: 19 (19.6%)

Coppola  
200751

Open-label, 
prospective, 
randomized, 
monotherapy

POS w/ 
BECTS

3–14 yr 21/39 12–24 mo 
(18.5 mo)

20 or 30 Sz free @ 18 mo 
LEv: 19 (90.5%)  
OXC: 13 (72.2%)

Fountain  
200724

Open-label, 
prospective, add-on

POS 4–12 yr 21/21 10 w 20–60 $50% red: 9 (43%)

Grosso  
200735

Retrospective, 
add-on

RE ,4 yr 30/81 3–42 mo 
(9 mo)

25–62 Sz free: 6 (20%) 
$50% red: 11 (37%)

Callenbach 
20089

Open-label, 
prospective, add-on

RE 4–16 yr 19/33 26 w 9–53 (mean -26) Sz free for $4 w: 7 
$50% red: 11

Cilio 200941 Case series, 
add-on

MPSi 3 mo, 9 mo 2/2 10 mo, 16 mo Loading: 60 mg/kg 
Maintain: 30 mg/kg  
(BiD)

SE stopped within 
12 h

Kirmani  
200942

Retrospective, 
add-on and 
monotherapy

SE/ASE 2 mo–18 yr 29/32** 24–48 h Loading: 50 mg/kg 
(25); 25 mg/kg (4); 
60 mg/kg (2); 
70 mg/kg (1)  
Maintain:  
25 mg/kg/12 h

All responded clinically 
and on EEG within 
25–30 min of infusion

Levisohn  
200930

Randomized, 
double-blind, 
placebo-controlled, 
add-on

POS 4–16 yr 98/98 12 w 20–60 Sz free  
LEv: 30 (46.9%) 
Placebo: 3 (8.8%)  
$50% red 
LEv: 40 (62.5%) 
Placebo: 14 (41.2%)

Pina-Garza 
200910

Randomized, 
double-blind, 
placebo-controlled, 
add-on

POS 1 mo–,4 yr 116/116 5 d 40 (,6 mo); 
50 (.6 mo)

$50% red  
LEv: 25 (43.1%) 
Placebo: 10 (19.6%)

(Continued)
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Patients were given a loading dose of 25–70 mg/kg and 

a maintenance dose of 25 mg/kg every 12 hours, and no 

serious side effects were reported. In contrast, in a separate 

study evaluating children (aged 2 months to 18 years), n = 27 

of 51 suffering from acute repetitive seizures with partial 

onset, only 62% of patients receiving a lower loading dose 

of levetiracetam (5–30 mg/kg) saw alleviation of their acute 

repetitive seizures, with three patients experiencing aggression 

and one discontinuing levetiracetam as a result.43 At follow-up, 

64% of all study participants (including both subjects with 

partial and those with generalized seizures) remained seizure-

free, and 82% of patients remained on oral levetiracetam.

Efficacy as monotherapy
While levetiracetam is not currently approved by the FDA 

for use as monotherapy, some studies have shown it to be an 

effective and well tolerated treatment option in adults with 

refractory partial epilepsy.44,45 Few studies have investigated 

the efficacy of levetiracetam monotherapy for partial onset 

seizures in the pediatric population. Two small case series 

found that four of four children (aged 6 months to 16 years)3 

and ten of 14 children (aged 2–18 years)46 with partial 

seizures responded to levetiracetam monotherapy. One 

larger retrospective study identified 86 children under 16 

years of age with partial seizures being treated with either 

levetiracetam or carbamazepine monotherapy for at least 

6 months.8 Of the 66 patients on levetiracetam monotherapy, 

48 (73%) were seizure-free at 6 months compared with 13 of 

20 (65%) patients on carbamazepine monotherapy. However, 

levetiracetam was better tolerated than carbamazepine in 

these patients. Randomized controlled studies in children 

are required to evaluate further the efficacy of levetiracetam 

in this population.

Efficacy in special populations
To date, 28 distinct electroclinical syndromes have been 

described in children, and tailoring medication choice based 

on efficacy for specific epilepsy syndromes may result 

in improved efficacy.47–49 Few studies have evaluated the 

efficacy of levetiracetam in particular pediatric electroclinical 

syndromes. Here we review the available data examining 

levetiracetam use in benign epilepsy with centrotemporal 

spikes (BECTS), tuberous sclerosis complex, and continuous 

spike and wave activity during sleep.

Benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes
BECTS is one of the most common childhood epilepsies, 

with a prevalence of 10%–24% in pediatric patients 

with epilepsy.50 Seizure frequency in BECTS is typically 

low, although some patients can experience multiple 

Table 1 (Continued)

Study Trial design Diagnosis Ages POS/total #* Duration 
(mean)

Dosage 
(mg/kg/d)

Efficacy***

Pina-Garza 
201031

Open-label, 
prospective, 
long-term add-on

POS 1 mo–,4 yr 152/152 30–48 w 
(41 w)

20–80 Sz free $ 24 w: 10 (7.6%)  
$50% red: 71 (53.8%)

Chhun  
201136

Open-label, 
prospective, 
add-on

POS, GS, 
CSwS

6 mo–15 yr 37/102 6 mo 40–60 $50% red @ 3 mo  
POS: 14 (39%)  
CSwS: 4 (80%)  
(3 sz free, 1 92% red)  
.50% red @ 6 mo  
POS: 9 (25%) 
CSwS: 4 (80%)

McTague 
201243

Open-label, 
prospective, 
acute iv 
administration, 
add-on and 
monotherapy

ARS, CSE, 
NCSE

2 mo–18 yr 27/51 0–18 mo initial dose: 
5–30 mg/kg 
Maintain: 
10–25 mg/kg

Sz free: 18 (67%)  
$50% red: 5 (18.5%)

Schiemann- 
Delgado  
201211

Open-label, 
prospective, 
long-term add-on

POS 4–16 yr 103/103 48 w 20–100 Sz free 12 w: 31 (33.4%) 
Sz free 24 w: 26 (28%) 
Sz free 40 w: 10 (24.7%) 
$50% red: 65 (69%)

Notes: *Because some studies included other seizure types and/or adult patients, we provide a fraction of patients under 18 with POS/total number of enrolled patients; 
**includes partial and partial with secondary generalization; ***efficacy reports are only for subjects under 18 years old with POS.
Abbreviations: ARS, acute repetitive seizure; ASE, acute seizure exacerbation; BECTS, benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes; BiD, twice daily; CSE, convulsive 
status epilepticus; CSwS, continuous spike and wave activity in slow wave sleep; EEG, electroencephalography; Eval, evaluation; GS, generalized seizure; LEv, levetiracetam; 
Mono, monotherapy; MPSi, migrating partial seizure of infancy; NCSE, non-convulsive status epilepticus; OXC, oxcarbazepine; POS, partial onset seizure; RE, refractory 
epilepsy; Red, reduction; SE, status epilepticus; Sz, seizure.
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seizures per day.50 Seizures tend to occur during sleep51 

and remit by adolescence in 98% of patients.50 Despite the 

relatively benign nature and generally excellent prognosis 

of BECTS, some patients require treatment to reduce the 

psychosocial and medical morbidities associated with 

recurrent seizures. Moreover, there is some evidence to 

suggest that BECTS may not be completely benign; several 

studies have reported deficits in fine motor control, executive 

function, and memory in these patients.52–54 Preliminary data 

suggest that levetiracetam may be an effective treatment for 

seizures in BECTS. In a prospective randomized, open-label 

trial of levetiracetam versus oxcarbazepine monotherapy 

in children aged 5–13 years (n = 21) with BECTS, 

90% of patients on levetiracetam showed seizure freedom 

at 18 months.51 This was slightly higher than the 72% of 

patients who achieved seizure freedom on oxcarbazepine.51 

These preliminary results suggest that levetiracetam is 

a reasonable option for children with BECTS seeking 

treatment.

Tuberous sclerosis complex
Tuberous sclerosis complex is an autosomal dominant 

genetic disorder with a wide variety of clinical symptoms, 

commonly including seizures. Patients with tuberous 

sclerosis complex can exhibit a variety of seizure types, 

including both simple and complex partial seizures, which 

are often refractory to anticonvulsant treatment.55 One 

retrospective study looked at the effects of adjunctive 

levetiracetam on seizure control in 20 children aged 

2–19 years with tuberous sclerosis complex, all of whom 

had complex partial seizures. The results of this study were 

in line with those for studies in other pediatric populations 

(Table 1), with 40% of patients experiencing greater than 

50% reduction in seizure frequency.56 The range and 

frequency of side effects also matched that for the general 

population of infants and children with partial seizures 

on levetiracetam, with aggression, irritability, and sleep 

disturbances being the most common side effects. Side 

effects were seen more in patients who did not respond to 

levetiracetam treatment than in responders.56

Continuous spike and wave activity 
during slow wave sleep
Epileptic encephalopathy with continuous spike and wave 

activity during slow wave sleep is a rare and challenging 

epilepsy syndrome characterized by a high burden of spikes 

during sleep associated with both focal and generalized 

seizures as well as neuropsychological dysfunction.57,58 

In many cases, electrographic spike activity progresses 

in frequency over time and may correlate with cognitive 

decline.57,58 Data from two small prospective, open-label trials 

evaluated adjunctive use of levetiracetam in children aged 

4–11 years with continuous spike and wave activity during 

sleep (n = 6 in both).36,59 In one trial, 83% achieved . 50% 

seizure reduction as well as psychomotor improvements 

and complete electroencephalographic normalization with 

addition of levetiracetam.59 In the second trial, 67% of children 

experienced $ 50% seizure reduction, with half of these 

children showing electroencephalographic normalization and 

half showing unchanged spiking activity. The vast majority of 

subjects in these trials experienced both focal and generalized 

seizures. Capovilla et al60 reported two patients (aged 11 years 

and 4 years) with focal epilepsy and pharmacoresistant 

continuous spike and wave activity during sleep. In both cases, 

this abated within 40 days of treatment with levetiracetam, 

and both patients achieved seizure freedom, reduced spikes 

on electroencephalography, and improved performance on 

neuropsychiatric testing.60

Neonates
While not currently indicated for use in neonates, levetiracetam 

has been increasingly used to treat seizures in this population. 

Although limited, preliminary safety and efficacy data for 

use of levetiracetam in neonates seem promising. In one 

prospective, open-label trial of intravenous levetiracetam in 

neonates with both partial and generalized seizures (n = 38, 

gestational ages 23–42 weeks), 30 of 38 patients were seizure-

free at one week, and 27 remained seizure-free at 4 weeks.61 

Somnolence during titration was the only adverse event 

reported (exact number not stated), although 19 newborns 

required a dose of phenobarbital (20 mg/kg) within 48 hours of 

treatment onset for seizure recurrence. Another prospective, 

open-label trial studying oral levetiracetam monotherapy in 

six neonates (gestational age 31–41 weeks) showed similar 

efficacy, with all six newborns achieving seizure freedom 

within 6 days and four of the six remaining seizure-free at 

3 months.62 Somnolence during titration was reported in one 

newborn. Data from retrospective studies of intravenous 

levetiracetam (10–60 mg/kg/day) are mixed, with one trial 

(n = 22) showing seizure freedom in 100% of subjects within 

72 hours,63 and another (n = 23) showing that only 35% of 

newborns achieved $ 50% seizure reduction.64 While these 

data suggest that levetiracetam may be a safe and effective 

treatment for neonatal seizures, no randomized controlled 

trials have been performed and more work is needed before 

definitive conclusions can be made.
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Safety and tolerability
Preclinical data
Increasing evidence suggests that anticonvulsant drug 

exposure during critical periods of brain development 

may adversely affect nervous system function and this is 

a significant concern for all new anticonvulsant drugs.65 

Although no definitive data from human studies are available, 

preclinical data for levetiracetam has been promising. 

Levetiracetam has been shown not to induce neuronal 

death in 7-day-old rat pups either when given alone66,67 or 

in combination with carbamazepine.67 Of carbamazepine, 

topiramate, phenytoin, and levetiracetam, levetiracetam was 

the only drug that did not exacerbate phenytoin-induced cell 

death when coadministered.67 In another study of phenytoin, 

phenobarbital, lamotrigine, and levetiracetam, levetiracetam 

was the only drug that did not interrupt synaptic development 

when given in the postnatal period.68

Clinical data
Behavioral and cognitive side effects
In clinical studies, levetiracetam has been shown to be an 

effective and well tolerated therapy for most pediatric patients 

with partial onset seizures.3,5,9,10,23,30,32,34–37 The majority of 

side effects are reported as mild to moderate and can often 

be alleviated by dose adjustment, only rarely resulting in 

discontinuation of levetiracetam. Safety data across studies 

depict a similar pattern of adverse effects, with the most 

commonly reported including somnolence, observed in 

2%–49% of patients,3–6,10,31,34,35,37,38 and behavioral changes, 

including aggression, irritability, and mood changes, 

observed in 1%–39% of patients3–6,9,11,31,38 (Table 2). While 

adverse effects rarely led to discontinuation of levetiracetam 

in any trial, of those that did, behavioral changes were the 

most common cause, in one study prompting discontinuation 

of levetiracetam in up to 8% of patients.4

In three prospective, open-label trials of levetiracetam in 

children under 16 years (n = 25,38 n = 31,3 n = 5318), 6%–29% 

of children experienced behavioral changes, decreased 

alertness, or impaired concentration, yet in these same trials, 

parents reported improvements in these areas in 17%–25% 

of children on levetiracetam that did not correlate with 

improved seizure frequency. Improvements in these studies 

were anecdotal. De la Loge et al32 used the Achenbach Child 

Behavior Checklist and portions of the CHQ-PF50 tool to 

assess behavioral and emotional functioning in 98 children 

aged 4–16 years with partial onset seizures. Many patients in 

this trial exhibited behavioral problems at baseline, although 

a large and statistically significant worsening of behavior was 

seen in patients on levetiracetam compared with placebo in 

the aggressive behavior category, driven by items like “argues 

a lot”, “mean to others”, “screams a lot”, and “disobedient at 

home”.32 In a long-term, open-label follow-up to this study, 

Schiemann-Delgado et al showed statistically significant 

improvement from baseline in the aggressive behavior 

category in children on levetiracetam.11 While efficacy rates 

(69.1% had $50% seizure reduction) were consistent from 

the prior 12-week trial (62.5% responders),30 it is unknown 

how improvements in aggressive behavior correlated with 

improvements in seizure control. In additional, dosing 

was flexible in this trial,11 suggesting that behavioral side 

effects may be at least partially alleviated by adjusting the 

levetiracetam dose.

One double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial 

of adjunctive levetiracetam (20–60 mg/kg/day) measured 

cognitive changes over 12 weeks in children aged 4–16 years 

with partial seizures (n = 98).30 Cognitive changes were 

assessed using the Leiter-R and WRAML-2 (Wide Range 

Assessment of Memory and Learning) scales administered 

by a blinded neuropsychiatrist. The Leiter-R is a nonverbal 

scale used to evaluate memory and attention in children.30 

The WRAML-2 evaluates learning and memorization ability 

in children and distinguishes between verbal, visual, and 

global memory deficits. This trial showed no difference in 

neurocognitive effects between patients on levetiracetam and 

those on placebo. A long-term follow-up to this trial showed 

stability of cognitive function using the same assessment 

scales at 24 and 48 weeks.11 A separate 48-week, open-label 

study of adjunctive levetiracetam in children aged from one 

month to 4 years with partial onset seizures found no impact 

of levetiracetam on behavior or psychomotor scores using the 

BSID-II (Bayley Scales of Infant Development) designed to 

assess cognitive, behavior, and psychomotor development 

in young children.31

Other common side effects of levetiracetam include sleep 

disturbances (1%–33%),4,10,31,34 anorexia (1%–18%),3,4,6,9,34 

nausea (2%–12%),4,5,9,10,31 and headache (1%–33%)3,5,9,11,34,38 

(Table 2). Extremely rare but potentially serious side 

effects have been reported, including serious psychiatric 

disturbances,69–71 choreoathetosis,18 and hemorrhagic colitis.4 

However, in each case, these effects were reversed with 

discontinuation of levetiracetam.

Psychosis
While levetiracetam has been shown to be well tolerated 

by most, rare cases of levetiracetam-induced psychosis 

in pediatric patients have been reported. Kossoff et al 
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reported on four patients, aged 5–17 years, who developed 

reversible psychosis after initiation of levetiracetam.69 In 

all but one case, levetiracetam had been titrated rapidly. 

In all cases, patients had a history of behavioral or cognitive 

abnormalities (including mental retardation, depression, and 

oppositional behavior to authority and family), and in all 

cases, symptoms of psychosis were completely resolved with 

discontinuation of levetiracetam. Youroukos et al reported 

similar development of agitation, hallucinations, and self-

harming behavior in a 13-year-old girl with partial onset 

seizures on concomitant sodium valproate with no history of 

cognitive or behavioral disturbances.70 This patient was also 

titrated quickly (over ten days) to a dose of 60 mg/kg/day, 

and her psychosis completely resolved within one week of 

discontinuing levetiracetam.

Depression
Two studies have systematically measured depression in 

pediatric patients with epilepsy on levetiracetam using 

standardized tools. Both suggest that depression either remains 

stable from a baseline pre-levetiracetam state or improves 

slightly with addition of levetiracetam (age 4–16 years, 

n = 98;32 age 4–16 years, n = 10311). However, there has been 

one case report of a major depressive episode in a 5-year-old 

boy with partial seizures and no prior history of psychiatric or 

behavioral symptoms.71 The patient was treated concurrently 

with lamotrigine, and 3 weeks after initiation of levetiracetam, 

he began experiencing lack of appetite, insomnia, fatigue, 

irritability, loss of interest in fun activities, prolonged periods 

in bed, and aggressive behavior at school. Symptoms persisted 

for 4 weeks and resolved on discontinuation of levetiracetam.

Table 2 Adverse effects reported in trials of LEv in infants and children with epilepsy

Study Ages Top 3 AE’s (%)* Other AE’s (.5% prev)

Kossoff 200169 5–17 yr (case series) Acute psychosis
Glauser 200234 6–12 yr HA (33.3), URi (33.3), somnolence/fatigue (25), 

anorexia (25)
Sleep problems, general behavioral, 
pyrexia, nasopharyngitis, convulsion, 
nervousness, diarrhea, otitis media

wheless 200238 6 mo–14 yr Somnolence/fatigue (15.4), aggression (12.8), 
gen behavioral (38.5)**

HA, cognitive disturbance, 
hyperactivity, decreased 
concentration

Youroukos 200370 12 yr (case report) Acute psychosis
Tan 200437 ,10 yr N/A
Grosso 200518 6 mo–16 yr Somnolence/fatigue (14), irritability (14)
Lagae 20053 6 mo–16 yr Somnolence/fatigue (7.8), aggression (5)
Mandelbaum 20055 9 mo–23 yr Aggression (32), somnolence/fatigue (20)
Opp 20054 ,18 yr Somnolence/fatigue (24), aggression (10.5), 

gen behavioral (5)
Coppola 200751 3–14 yr Anorexia (14.3)
Grosso 200735 ,4 yr Somnolence/fatigue (45), nervousness (36), 

cognitive disturbance (29)
Anorexia

Callenbach 20089 4–16 yr Somnolence/fatigue (48.5), hyperactivity (33.3),  
irritability (30.3)

Aggression, anorexia, HA, nausea/ 
vomit, general behavioral, cognitive 
disturbance, constipation, nervousness, 
decreased concentration, tremor, 
weight change, drooling, hair loss, 
problems with gums

Pina-Garza 200910 1 mo–,4 yr Somnolence/fatigue (13.3), irritability (11.7), 
pyrexia (5)

Tamarelle 200971 5 yr (case report) Depression
Pina-Garza 201031 1 mo–,4 yr Pyrexia (39.5), URi (27.6), nausea/vomit (18.4) Somnolence/fatigue, sleep 

problems, irritability, constipation, 
nasopharyngitis, convulsion, otitis 
media

Chhun 201136 6 mo–15 yr Hyperactivity (14.6), somnolence/fatigue (9.7), 
sleep problems (8.7)

Anorexia

Schiemann-Delgado 
201211

4–16 yr HA (24.3), pyrexia (23.3), URi (21.4) Upper abdominal pain, somnolence/ 
fatigue, aggression, nausea/vomit, general 
behavioral, irritability, convulsion, 
nasopharyngitis, diarrhea, rash

Notes: *Only AE’s with $5% prevalence reported here; **number of included patients with aggression-related AE.
Abbreviation: AE, Adverse effect; HA, headache; LEv, levetiracetam; N/A, No side effects with .5% prevalence reported; URi, upper respiratory infection.
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Suicidality
In 2008, the FDA issued a warning regarding an increased 

risk of suicidality in patients on anticonvulsant drugs for 

any of three different indications, including epilepsy. Data 

published on the topic since the warning was issued has been 

contradictory at best, with the most conclusive statement 

issued in 2012 by the International League Against Epilepsy 

concluding that it is impossible to determine from published 

studies whether anticonvulsant drugs are associated with 

suicidal behavior.72 Still, patients with epilepsy are at three-

fold greater risk of committing suicide,73 and given the 

link between suicidal behavior in epilepsy and increased 

impulsivity and aggression,74 and in light of the behavioral 

adverse effects associated with levetiracetam, suicidality is a 

potential concern. That said, we were unable to identify any 

evidence that children and adolescents taking levetiracetam 

have increased rates of suicidal ideation or behavior.

Dose adjustment
It remains unclear whether the adverse side effects associated 

with levetiracetam are dose-dependent. One prospective study 

of levetiracetam (n = 31) found higher rates of adverse effects 

in patients taking .45 mg/kg/day,3 whereas two other retro-

spective chart reviews (n = 3219 and n = 155) did not find that 

tolerability of levetiracetam is dose-dependent. Rapid titration 

of levetiracetam (1–14 days) can be well tolerated, although 

adverse effects were observed in 12%–22% of subjects.10,75

Pyridoxine
Many practitioners anecdotally report improved behavioral 

side effects of levetiracetam with vitamin B6 (pyridoxine) 

supplementation, but few studies have evaluated this 

systematically. Using retrospective chart review and patient 

questionnaires, Major et al found that, of patients aged 

3–19 years on levetiracetam for an average of 6 months who 

experienced behavioral side effects, 41% saw significant 

behavioral improvement with pyridoxine, 36% saw no change, 

and 18% reported worsening of behavioral symptoms.76 

Patients who initiated levetiracetam and pyridoxine at 

the same time did not show evidence of improvement 

in behavioral symptoms, perhaps reflecting either wide 

individual variation or a placebo effect. For accurate 

interpretation, placebo-controlled studies are required to 

confirm the efficacy of pyridoxine supplementation.

Summary
The ultimate charge for all child neurologists is to 

support normal brain function through the period of 

immense cognitive and behavioral growth that occurs 

over development. This challenging task becomes nearly 

impossible when the risks and benefits of the medications at 

hand to treat pediatric disease are unknown. Longstanding 

concerns have been raised that some anticonvulsants may 

have toxic effects on early neuronal development.66–68 

Recent evidence also suggests that properties specific to 

the developing brain may render some anticonvulsants 

ineffective or potentially even proconvulsant when 

administered during early development.77,78 Although 

there has been a dramatic increase in the number of 

anticonvulsants approved by the FDA for use in the US 

over the last two decades, limited information is available 

regarding the safety and efficacy of these medications in 

the pediatric population, and it is increasingly clear that 

safety and efficacy data do not directly translate from adult 

studies to pediatric populations.79

Recent trends in clinical research and drug development 

are encouraging for pediatric epilepsy. Study designs are 

beginning to reflect the heterogeneity of the pediatric 

population, with clinical studies now distinguishing 

between infants10,31,35 versus school-aged children24,34,37,38 

and adolescents.3,4,6,9,11,18,30 In recent years, the FDA has 

implemented both voluntary and mandatory initiatives to 

stimulate and improve medical product research in children. 

These include the Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act 

and the Pediatric Research Equity Act. The former provides 

economic incentive for companies to conduct studies in 

children as requested by the FDA by offering an additional 

6 months of marketing exclusivity for all formulations 

containing a given active ingredient.79 The latter allows 

the FDA to mandate that pediatric studies be conducted 

for a new drug if it determines that the product is likely 

to be used in children.79 In response, many of the recently 

approved anticonvulsant drugs include or specifically target 

pediatric epilepsy populations. Vigabatrin and nonsynthetic 

adrenocorticotropic hormone were approved in 2009 and 

2010, respectively, for use in infants and children under 

2 years of age with infantile spasms, a rare and severe epilepsy 

syndrome. Two drugs have recently been approved for 

treatment of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, another challenging 

and severe pediatric epilepsy syndrome; rufinamide in 2008 

for children from 4 years of age and clobazam in 2011 for 

children from 2 years of age. Most recently, in 2012, the 

FDA approved perampanel for use as adjunctive therapy 

in children from 12 years of age with partial seizures and 

extended its approval of levetiracetam for partial seizures 

to include children from one month of age.
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As reviewed here, the current data leading to approval 

of levetiracetam for use in infants and children with partial 

onset seizures are encouraging. Existing data suggest that 

levetiracetam may be a safe and effective treatment option 

for children and infants with partial seizures from a variety 

of etiologies and that these findings may be consistent across 

age groups. However, more work remains to be done. Of the 

three randomized controlled trials of levetiracetam conducted 

in children with partial seizures,10,30,32 only one of these 

included infants and children under the age of 4 years, very 

few of whom were between one and 6 months of age.10 More 

data are needed before definitive conclusions can be drawn 

about the efficacy of levetiracetam across different pediatric 

age groups. Further, very few studies have systematically 

examined either the immediate or long-term cognitive and 

neurobehavioral effects of levetiracetam in children.11,30,32 

The existing data suggest that levetiracetam is not likely to 

cause cognitive deficits, but only a single study has evaluated 

cognitive impact in the younger age groups.31

Given the dynamic anatomical and physiological 

changes that the maturing brain undergoes over the 

course of development, teasing out the safety and efficacy 

of anticonvulsant medication at different stages of 

brain development is an arduous and complex process. 

Recent trends, including those that led to the approval 

of levetiracetam for partial seizures across infancy and 

childhood, suggest that the tip of the iceberg has been struck 

and may signify increasing momentum to identify safe and 

effective treatments for children with epilepsy.
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